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(H6) For (s, y) eR+ xRn, t>s> tQ. tQ £ R*,
where x(t, s, y) is the solution of (2.1) through (s, y).
The following lemma is a natural extension of variation of constants formula for nonlinear system of differential equations.
Lemma 2.1 (Generalized variation of constants formula). Let hypoth-eses (H.), (H,) and (H,) be satisfied and let xit) = xit, tQ, yQ) be the solution of (2.1) existing for t > tQ, and yit) = yit, tn, yQ) be any solution of (2.2). Then, (2.5) Vit, yit)) = Vit, xit)) + f' Vxit, xit, s, yis)))d>it, s, y(s))R(s, yis)) ds
Proof. Let x(t, s, y(s)) be the solution of (2.1) through is, y(s)) and y(s) = yis, ?", y.) be any solution of (2.2) through (r., yQ). From hypotheses (H.), (H2), (H,) and Theorem 2.5.3 in [3] , we have -it, xit, s, yis))) = Vit, xit, s, yis)))--it, s, yis)) (2.6) ds ds = Vxit, xit, s, yis)))cbit, s, yis))Ris, yis)).
Noting that x(t, t, y(t, tQ, yQ)) = y(t, tQ, yQ), by integrating (2.6) from' tQ to /, we obtain (2.5). The proof is complete. (Z8) = V(t, 0) + P Vit, xit, s, yis)) -xif))<pit, s, yis))R{s, yis)) ds.
Proof. By following the proof of Lemma 2.1, we have the relation -it, xit, s, yis)) -xit)) = V it, xit, s, yis)) -x(/))07, s, y(s))R(s, yis) (H7) fit, 0) = 0 a R(t, 0), Then, the V-equistability or V-asymptotic stability of the trivial solution of (2.1) implies the stability or asymptotic stability of the trivial solution of (2.2).
Proof. The proof may be constructed on the basis of the proof of Theorem 2.1 and following the argument in Theorem 4.4.6 in [3] . We therefore leave the details.
In the following, we shall give two examples to justify Remark 2.4. (1 + t)/(l + tf). It is easy to observe that x = 0 of (3.6) is unstable. We take V(t, x) = }^|x| . After computations, we get (3.9) -(t, x(t, s, y(s))) <-aV(t, x(t, s, y(s))), t>s>tQ, ds where x(t, s, y(s)) and y(s, /", y f) are solutions of (3.6) and (3.7) respec- with zzQ = Vi\x(t, tQ, yQ)\2. From (3.8), it follows that x = 0 of (3.6) is V- 
